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Abstract

The Resonance Marketing hypothesis suggests that in an era of nearly perfect online information consumers will be able to know everything about products that interest them, including their exact descriptions, the best available sellers, and prices throughout the market. Consumers will then purchase those products that offer the greatest consumer surplus, which may not be the products with lowest prices in areas where individual consumers have the strongest preferences. We divide the Resonance Marketing hypothesis into three testable subordinate hypotheses. We test one of the three, Verifiability: Consumers will not be deceived by false or manipulated content, and will be able to assess products and their reviews and be able to make rational purchase decisions. Preliminary data suggest that testing Verifiability will be difficult and will require complex experimental design. The paper ends with insights into how one would more completely test the Verifiability Hypothesis and suggestions for future research.

1. Introduction

This paper offers an experimental examination of one element of the Resonance Marketing hypothesis. The Resonance Marketing hypothesis was initially put forward by Clemons [7]. It states that in an era of nearly perfect online information consumers will be able to know everything about products that interest them, including their exact descriptions, the best available sellers, and prices throughout the market. Consumers will then purchase those products that offer the greatest consumer surplus, which may not be the products with lowest prices in areas where individual consumers have the strongest preferences. The hypothesis has been used to explain a range of phenomena.

The hypothesis seems plausible. More favorable reviews, if believed, should lead to more trial. Additionally, if consumers’ experience is consistent with the reviews then trials should lead to adoption.

The hypothesis has been accepted by other authors, and has been defended theoretically; see, for example works by Markopoulos [20, 21] and Dye and Lahiri [13, 14]. The hypothesis has been subject to some empirical testing; see, for example, works by Clemons and his colleagues [7, 8, 9, 10] and Duan, Gu, and Whinston [15, 16]. But there has been limited exploration of the mechanisms that would enable the Resonance Marketing hypothesis and little or no controlled experimentation.

In this paper we conduct a preliminary study of one mechanism that enables Resonance Marketing. In order to do so we subdivide the Resonance Marketing hypothesis into three subordinate hypotheses for the purpose of experimentation and exploration. We then explore one of them in more detail in this paper.

• The Trial Hypothesis — favorable reviews will lead to trial.
• The Verifiability Hypothesis — False, scammed, or astroturfed reviews will immediately be seen as false by consumers as soon as they try the product, and the reviews will be rejected immediately. Only reviews that are true and accurate will influence repeat purchase.
• The Rational Adoption Hypothesis — Consumers will be informed about those categories that matter to them because it is now so easy to access information online. Consumers will act in accordance with their informed preferences, unless otherwise constrained from doing so.

Preliminary findings were mixed. The design of simple experimental studies could not fully support the Verifiability Hypothesis. The results of our study of the Rational Adoption hypothesis will be reported in a companion paper.

The problems we encountered with the test of the Verifiability Hypothesis should not have been unanticipated. Indeed, they are inherent in the concept of Resonance Marketing. The Resonance Marketing hypothesis argues that perfect information will accelerate the launch of new products and increase horizontal differentiation. As horizontal differentiation increases, products will compete on their individual characteristics and their precise location in their products’ multidimensional product attribute space [7]. However, consumers with very different innate preferences will respond very differently if asked to sample the same products, depending on whether they strongly like or strongly dislike the products. Similarly, consumers with very different innate preferences may respond very differently to reviews that enthusiastically endorse products in a category they like or that they dislike. Most significantly, consumers may respond differently to inaccurate and disparaging reviews of truly superior products, depending on whether or not the product is in a category that they like or that they dislike. This suggests that a more complex experimental design may be required to assess the Verifiability Hypothesis.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews selected relevant literature. Section 3 provides a formal statement of our hypotheses. Section 4 provides an overview of our methodology. Section 5 reviews our experimental examination of the Verifiability Hypothesis. Finally, section 6 reviews limitations and suggestions for future research. It presents future research designs for exploring the Verifiability Hypothesis.

2. Review of Relevant Literature

2.1. Fit Cost and Consumer Behavior

Hotelling [18] and Salop [25] both contributed to the framework used to analyze consumers’ choice of products to purchase. Both assume that consumers buy the product that creates the greatest surplus for them. Both start with the assumption that consumers have a maximum willingness to pay for their individual ideal product within a category. Both assume that a consumer’s maximum willingness to pay for an instance of a product within a category is the consumer’s valuation for their ideal product, minus the distance between the ideal product and the actual product being considered times a unit compromise cost, called the unit fit cost. The distance times the unit fit cost can be considered either the fit cost or the compromise discount. When consumers choose among competing products, they do not buy the cheapest one, but rather the one for which they receive the greatest surplus, which is their maximum valuation minus price and minus the compromise discount.

Hotelling places consumers on an abstract unit line, called the Hotelling Line. Salop acknowledges that the space of all possible products is not linear and uses a unit circle, the Salop Circle. The Salop Circle simplifies some of the arithmetic analysis by allowing us to ignore boundary conditions; rationally, frms would want to avoid locating their product too close to an edge, since there are no consumers to attract on the far side of the edge.

In reality, both Hotelling and Salop have created useful but restrictive simplifications. No product is located in a uni-dimensional space of alternative products, whether a straight line or a circle. Cars are large or small, fast or not, fuel efficient or not, nimble off road or comfortable for touring, in almost any combination of attributes. Beers are hoppy or not, light roast or not, all malted barley or based on a mix of ingredients, low alcohol or high alcohol, again in almost any combination of attributes. Products exist in a complex and multidimensional product attribute space (PAS). Not surprisingly, consumers have multi-attribute utility functions, and determining fit cost involves a weighted Euclidean distance function.

2.2. The Resonance Marketing Hypothesis

and the Role of Uncertainty

The Resonance Marketing hypothesis argues that online content and the nearly free access to accurate information will alter consumer behavior in predictable ways. Long before Salop and Hotelling, marketing has that known that consumers shop to maximize their expected utility. Consumers have always attempted to purchase products that left them the greatest surplus, that is, the products that were closest to their ideal, or that had the lowest expected fit cost.

However, in the presence of significant uncertainty, a consumer would not know where an unfamiliar product was actually located in its product attribute space. There was an expected value and a band of uncertainty around that expected value, and the product might be located anywhere within the band of uncertainty. This band of uncertainty represented a wide range of locations that a product could actually take in its product attribute space. Each location had its own corresponding compromise discount, based on the location of the consumer’s ideal product, the possible location of the product in the band of uncertainty, the distance between the two locations, and the consumer’s individual fit cost [7]. The numerical average of all these possible compromise discounts led to the expected compromise discount, also called the uncertainty discount [7]. This uncertainty discount is not a result of risk aversion, but is simply the result of the fact that the product could be places other than where the consumer hoped it would be located in product attribute space. Figure 1 shows a product in a simplified single-dimension product attribute space. The consumer’s ideal product is located at the asterisk P. The consumer’s maximum willingness to pay is V for products at P. The further to the left or right the product is moved the less the consumer is willing to pay for it, as shown by the downward sloping lines on either side of P. Xl and Xr mark the consumer’s willingness to pay at the extreme edges of the range of uncertainty, and the average of all WTP values within the range of uncertainty yields U, the uncertainty discount.

![Impact of uncertainty on a customer's willingness to pay.](image)

Marketers have long understood that the uncertainty discount blocked new product introduction. Advertising alone could communicate that a product existed, but could not communicate its precise location in its PAS. Marketers have historically had at least four mechanisms for reducing uncertainty about
a product’s attributes, in order to reduce the uncertainty discount. It differs from both The Long Tail [1, 4, 5] and Trading Up [27] in its emphasis on consumers’ access to and use of information.

- More content-based advertising, to attempt to communicate what a product was in terms that would locate it precisely in its PAS.
- Providing deep discounts to encourage initial trial and eliminate the uncertainty discount by allowing the customer to become familiar with the product through use. Selling a product at or below cost is not a viable long-term strategy, but it may be very effective if a significant fraction of the initial trials lead to loyal long-term customer relationships.
- Providing free samples, which allows the customer to try the product without needing to acquire it or pay for it; this is the ultimate deep discount.
- Offering an extended test of the product, or selling the product with an option to return it within a specified time period without penalty. At the time of their launch, Lexus and Infiniti offered guest drives or multi-day test drives to acquaint customers with their vehicles. Early Palm and Apple smart phones allowed 30 day free returns. Free samples and deep discounts are inappropriate ways to introduce new consumer durables, since there will not be a repeat purchase for months or years. Here, extended tests were the most appropriate alternatives.

Each can be effective in an environment where products are targeted at a mass market. But none is appropriate when the expected total market is very small. The cost of ad impressions per purchase, or the cost of products sold at or below cost, or the cost of extended tests, will all be prohibitive if only a small fraction of consumers contacted actually adopt the product. None of the traditional mechanisms for reducing uncertainty is entirely appropriate for niche markets and resonance marketing [6].

The Resonance Marketing hypothesis argues that organic informedness, from various online sources, replaces advertising. There is now a vast literature on the impact of online content, word of mouth, and viral marketing on consumer purchasing behavior. The following are only a small and representative sample of the early literature [6, 11, 12, 24, 28]. This reduction in uncertainty “unblocks” innovation and has contributed to product proliferation, niche markets, and resonance marketing [7].

Resonance marketing argues that firms no longer need to invest in advertising to reach consumers and therefore no longer need to fight to defend huge but low margin fat spots like Budweiser, Miller General Draft, Coors Banquet, Bud Light, Miller Lite, and Coors Light. Resonance Marketing argues that firms can now innovate, stake out, and profit from a large portfolio of small but high margin sweet spots. In-
supports the idea that reducing uncertainty is essential to successful launches of resonance products.

2.5. Response to Reviews and to Misleading Reviews

The resonance marketing hypothesis assumes that reviews are accurate, and that consumers can therefore trust them. For reviews to remain accurate, however, it is necessary that consumers be able to assess reviews, and thus reject those that are inaccurate or worse, are deliberately misleading or fraudulent. If consumers cannot be misled or influenced by false reviews then there will be little or no incentive to post false reviews, at least in categories that rely primarily upon repeat purchases. Thus, resonance marketing will work over the long term if and only if reviews remain reliable and trusted, which in turn requires that consumers be able to detect and reject false reviews.

We know that online reviews influence consumers’ online choices [26]. We know that reviews influence what other reviewers write [23]. Indeed, this is true even when reviewers initially disagree with prior reviews [2]. But do reviews alter perception when they disagree with the consumer’s experience?

It has long been accepted by entrepreneurs in the beer industry that sophisticated beer drinkers’ perceptions of their beers cannot be influenced by reviews and thus cannot be manipulated by advertising, by cues such as branding, labels, or packaging, or by manipulation of online content. 1 This is an essential element of common strategy of the entire craft brewing industry, which has been based on making good beer and letting word of mouth promote the product.

And yet there is reason to believe that this may be false. In the wine industry we have long known that reviews, price, and packaging are no indication of how a wine will fare among consumers in a blind tasting (see, for example, [17]). Neural Science allows us to measure the sensation of pleasure as it arises in the brain of a subject, which has demonstrated that loyal Coke drinkers are truly happy to drink Pepsi, and vice versa, as long as each thinks he is drinking his preferred beverage. That is, not only will an avowed Pepsi drinker tell you he is happy drinking a Coke, as long as you fool him by putting it in a Pepsi can, his brain will indicate that he truly is happy as long as the deception is undetected [22].

Worse yet, there are experiments to suggest that beer drinkers are as easy to deceive as consumers of wine and soft drinks [3, 19]. If you tell a group of MIT students that they are drinking an industrial lager laced with vinegar they will reject it. If you tell a group of students that they are drinking a craft brewer’s new Belgian Sour Lambie they will embrace it, even if, in fact, it is the same industrial lager laced with vinegar.

Is there any evidence to support the idea that sophisticated consumers of craft beer are any different from wine drinkers and cola drinkers? Is there any evidence to support the views of the craft brewing industry that they are safe from the industrial major breweries, safe from their advertising, and safe from the possibility manipulation of online content, because their customers would never be influenced? This question is vitally important to the future of craft brewing, and indeed to the future of all new niche super-premium product categories. If consumers can be deceived then large companies with large promotional budgets will dominate.

3. The Hypotheses

The Resonance Marketing Hypothesis argues that trial and initial purchase will be encouraged by favorable information, which reduces the uncertainty discount and increases consumers’ willingness to pay for products that are initially unknown and unfamiliar to them. For this hypothesis to remain valid users have to trust reviews; that is, reviews truly must reduce consumers’ uncertainty. This will only be true if sellers and their competitors have no incentive to post false reviews (astroturfing), greatly reducing the value of community content reviews. We do not test The Trial Hypothesis in this paper. We begin instead by testing the Verifiability Hypothesis, which is essential to the Trial Hypothesis.

The Verifiability Hypothesis suggests that consumers can immediately determine if a review is accurate or not. This has obvious implications for consumer behavior. A consumer may be influenced to try a product based on a false positive review, but a consumer will not continue to purchase a product after initial purchase based on a false review. We further divide the Verifiability Hypothesis into two hypotheses, which we examine in our experiments.

**False Praise Hypothesis H1A:** False positive reviews do not lead to consumer acceptance of a product.

**False Criticism Hypothesis H2B:** False negative reviews do not lead to consumer rejection of a product.

If the verifiability hypothesis holds, false reviews do not alter consumer’s long-term behavior. If false reviews do not influence consumers’ behavior, firms will not invest in creating them. Consumers should trust online reviews. This is essential for the plausibility of The Trial Hypothesis, and indeed, for the Resonance Marketing hypothesis generally.

4. Experiments Explore the Hypotheses

The experiment is designed to test both parts of
the Verifiability Hypothesis, the False Praise and the False Criticism hypotheses. The experimental design is straightforward. Four categories of beers were selected, Pilsner, India Pale Ale (IPA), Wheat, and Imperial Stout.

In each category we selected a better and a worse beer. While quality is subjective, within a category quality is more objective. Fans of IPAs will generally agree on the characteristics of a superior IPA, and fans of an imperial stout will likewise be in agreement on what constitutes a superior imperial stout. For each of the eight beers selected we used reviews taken from Ratebeer.com, which is a reliable site with millions of reviews. For each of the eight beers we also prepared accurate reviews, describing the strengths and limitations of each beer. Not surprisingly, the reviews of the superior beers were more favorable than the reviews of the inferior beers.

The eight beers are listed below in table 1, at the end of the paper. As should be clear from table 1, our assessments of the superior and the inferior beer in each pairing enjoyed significant support in the reviewing community.

Subjects were given one beer in each of two categories; that is, in each of two categories a subject was given either a superior or an inferior beer to taste. Moreover, each beer was accompanied by a review. Some subjects received reviews that were correctly paired with the beer that the review assessed. Some subjects received reviews that incorrectly paired with a beer in the same category; that is some subjects might receive a high quality Pilsner paired with the review of a low quality Pilsner. Finally, as a limited control, some subjects received a beer to sample without receiving any review.

None of the beers was identified by name during the experiment. We did this to ensure that impressions and expectations were created by the review and not by associations with the name of an individual beer. We also did this to ensure that we did not either inflate or harm the reputation of a beer unfairly by pairing it with a mismatched review. All beers were presented in an identical glass designed for tasting, with no cues to the beers’ true identity other than the review paired with it. As noted above, reviews were accurate in the description of the beers’ types, but may not have accurately reflected the beers’ quality within its type. All eight reviews are included in appendix A.

Our expectation was that false positive reviews would not improve consumers’ assessment of an inferior product, and the false negative reviews would not damage a consumer’s assessment of a superior product.

The experiment was conducted at Victory Brewing Company. All subjects had expressed an interest in craft brewing, and all subjects had just completed the tour of the Victory brewing facility in Downingtown, Pennsylvania. We have 606 data points, where a data point represents a single individual sampling a single beer. Since on average a participant sampled 2 beers, this represents data from 303 distinct individuals. Data are summarized in table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Correct Review</th>
<th>Deceptive Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shock Top</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Monkey</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm King</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ops</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.—Number of observations

5. Findings from the Beer Experiment

Findings from the beer experiment provided only mixed support for either part of the Verifiability Hypothesis. There were clear superior and inferior beers in each experimental pairing. Subjects received correctly paired reviews with the beers they were given, or incorrectly paired reviews. (Remember, subjects did not receive both beers in a pair, but only received one or the other. The intent of the pairing was to allow us to check for inversions in the subjects’ collective assessments, not to test whether individual subjects inverted their own preferences.)

Our findings were mixed. All eight summary observations are listed in table 3 below. Note that in two of the eight cases, false criticism did hurt superior beers. Pairing the superior beers Black Ops and HopDevil with false and critical reviews did lower consumers’ assessment of the beer, compared to assessments with correct reviews. Moreover, false negative reviews lowered subjects’ assessment of both of these beers enough to result in both Black Ops and HopDevil being ranked below the inferior beer to which they were being compared.

In hindsight this mixed support should not have been surprising. It has been noted that with the most extreme resonance products average assessments are

---

Pilsner is the most popular beer category in the world, a pale, crystal clear, relatively low alcohol beer that originated in Pilsen and Buda. Over time Pilsners have morphed into the industrial beer popular around the world. India Pale Ale is an amber ale, higher alcohol than a Pilsner and much more intensely flavored with bitter hops. There are numerous sub-styles of wheat beer, ranging from low alcohol and inexpensive German Hefeweizen and Belgian Wit to stronger and more complex Belgian Triples.

Ratebeer.com has worked with us to limit Astroturfing. Additionally, with millions of reviews from tens of thousands of reviewers, it would not be easy to create a successful astroturfing campaign on this site.

Readers will note that we added the treatment “no review” after starting the experiment. Also, we stopped the experiment early, when we realized that there was no simple explanation for our findings.
not uniformly good indicators of a product’s popularity or its assessment. Some resonance products are extreme, and extreme products often produce extreme reactions. Indeed, with resonance products extreme reactions are often essential for a product’s success. “It is better to have some people love you and others hate you, than to have everyone like you” [7], because only people who like a product will pay its higher price.

Additionally, there is actually greater variation in beers than in many other beverages, such as wine. Rieslings are different from Chardonnays, and Cabs are different from Zins, but none would be considered shocking. Beers use different grains, different degrees of light or dark roasting, different hops and different degrees of hopping, and different yeasts. Some, like a Lambic, could indeed be considered shocking, since they represent all the sanitation problems that Louis Pasteur sought to eliminate with Pasteurization. Pasteurization sought to eliminate with Pasteurization. There is no reason for us to assume we had asked them to taste beers in a category they enjoy. For a variety of reasons we could not therefore assume that they would rank the beers the way we would. Two examples might be useful here. Hyper-Hoppy triple IPAs are hopped to produce a level of bitterness never before experienced in a beer or any other beverage. If someone likes this category of beer, Devil Dancer, Old Crustacean, or Old Fog Horn might receive very high reviews from informed consumers who sought the beers out, bought them with full knowledge of what they were buying, and liked them. They might receive very low reviews from others who hated the style, even from experienced drinkers of craft beers. Wild Fermentation Ales, especially Lambics, are produced with whatever wild yeast and wild bacteria fall into the broad flat fermentation tanks. They are most notable for their cloudy appearance, lack of head, and profound barnyard stench. Again, if someone likes this category of beer, the best Belgian Lambics might receive very high reviews from informed consumers who sought the beers out, bought them with full knowledge of what they were buying, and liked them.

But once again the best Lambics might receive very low reviews from others who hated the style, even from experienced drinkers of craft beers. There is no reason that subjects would agree with us on which beers were better and which beers were worse; indeed, if they hated a style, the best examples of it might indeed be the ones they liked least in our tastings.

Interestingly, in some instances false and misleading negative reviews actually increased subjects’ ratings for several beers that we thought were superior. Figure 2 (at end) is a box plot diagram of subjects’ assessments of two beers in a category where the best beers are extreme. The plots show assessments under conditions of no review, accurate review, and deceptive review. Since Bass Ale is the less intensely hopped of the two IPAs, the deceptive review praised it as a HopDevil while the accurate review correctly described a Bass. In the case of the Prima Pils, the Prima was the superior beer in the Pilsner pairing. Here the accurate review correctly described a Prima

**Table 3.—Summary of Experimental Findings**

| Shock Top Correct > Shock Top Deceptive | (False praise did not help) |
| Golden Monkey Correct < Golden Monkey Deceptive | (False criticism did not hurt) |
| Golden Monkey Correct > Shock Top Deceptive | (False praise did not produce inversion) |
| Golden Monkey Deceptive > Shock Top Correct | (False criticism did not produce inversion) |
| Storm King > Storm King Deceptive | (False praise did not help) |
| Black Ops Correct > Black Ops Deceptive | (False criticism did hurt) |
| Black Ops Correct > Storm King Deceptive | (False praise did not produce inversion) |
| Black Ops Deceptive < Storm King Correct | (False criticism did produce inversion) |
| Bass Correct > Bass Deceptive | (False praise did not help) |
| Hop Devil Correct > Hop Devil Deceptive | (False criticism did hurt) |
| Hop Devil Correct > Bass Deceptive | (False praise did not produce inversion) |
| Hop Devil Deceptive < Bass Correct | (False criticism did produce inversion) |
| Miller Correct > Miller Deceptive | (False praise did not help) |
| Prima Correct > Prima Deceptive | (False criticism did not hurt) |
| Prima Correct > Miller Deceptive | (False praise did not produce inversion) |
| Prima Deceptive > Miller Correct | (False criticism did not produce inversion) |
Pils, while the deceptive review described a Miller.

In figure 2 it is clear that when presented with an accurate negative review that indicated that Bass Ale was a moderately hoppy British IPA subjects’ assessments went down relative to the assessments of subjects that had no an indication that this was a hoppy beer. With the inaccurate reviews, that described Bass as an extremely hoppy American IPA reviews went down even further. Is it possible that subjects believed the reviews, knew that they hated hops, and lowered their assessment precisely in accordance with the degree of hoppiness indicated in the reviews? This is consistent with the cola experiments [22], but we certainly do not have enough information to conclude that this is the correct explanation.

We can perform a similar analysis of the assessments for Prima Pils summarized in figure 2. Without any reviews, subjects assessed Prima Pils as roughly as enjoyable as Bass Ale. When they learned, correctly, that it was an extremely hoppy Pilsner, often considered the best Pilsner in the US, their assessments went down. When subjects were informed, incorrectly, that it was an industrial Pilsner like a Miller their assessments also went down, but not as much. An interpretation consistent with the data would be that subjects were influenced by reviews. They did not like anything they were told was very bitter. They did not like anything they were told was a cheap industrial lager. Once again, this is consistent with the cola experiments and with Dan Ariely’s experiments [3, 19]. Subjects were influenced by our reviews, but not in the manner that would be expected solely by the strength of the reviews. Once again we do not have enough information to determine the cause of the anomalous impact of the reviews.

Two examples will help illustrate the problems of confounding horizontal (differentiation) and vertical (quality) assessments. Both reviews were taken from Ratebeer.com. TheBeerLover, a reviewer with over 1,000 reviews, gave Victory HopDevil the highest possible ratings (AROMA 10/10 APPEARANCE 5/5 TASTE 10/10 PALATE 5/5 OVERALL 20/20). His comments were unrestrained:

“This beer must be born of original sin, as it pretty much seduces anyone and everyone who has ever had the pleasure of tasting it. I have had this beer hundreds of times now, but each time is almost identical to my first. This is one hell of a good beer. HopDevil pours to a beautiful deep amber/burnt orange color with a nice white head, and a lively carbonation. The nose is the first thing that draws you in. Very piney/citric waves of zesty and spicy hop aromatics flood the nose. There is a nice underpinning of malt in the nose, but hops take center stage. The palate is very firm, and this is what makes HopDevil a little different than other American IPA’s, and why it is so loved. There is a sea of smooth maltiness on the palate, good biscuity and caramel malt flavors coat the tongue. The finish is what takes you straight to hell. A blistering, long, dry, resinous, piney and citric hop bite tattoos the tongue, and lingers for an eternity. What more do I need to say? This is an incredible beer from one of America’s best breweries. HopDevil goes very well with spicy fare. I love to match this beer with volcano hot buffalo wings, or with spicy Thai or Indian dishes.”

In contrast, Fluffy, with over 2,000 reviews was unimpressed. (AROMA 1/10 APPEARANCE 3/5 TASTE 2/10 PALATE 1/5 OVERALL 5/20). His comments are helpful and provide clear insight into confounding horizontal and vertical assessments.

“good for what it was, but im not a IPA fan, sorry. my wife bought this for me, not realizing i dont like the style. so im not a good judge for stuff like this.”

Horizontal preferences clearly can dominate vertical quality differences. Our findings therefore suggest that more complex and more robust tests are needed to assess the Verifiability Hypothesis.

6. Limitations and Directions for Future Research

Our work has three principal limitations. First, because we were constrained by the amount of beer that IRB would permit us to serve and the conditions under which we were allowed to serve it, and by our limited access to subjects over time, we observed a subject under the most artificial conditions, standing in front of observers, rating a beer after one sip after reading a review of it. How different would consumers’ behavior be if they were drinking the beer over the course of days or weeks, under more natural conditions? Would the effect of false reviews rapidly erode with more exposure to a beer?

Second, because our samples were so small, we were observing subjects without a large enough number to attempt to correlate the impact of reviews on subjects’ expertise and experience with a category of beer or preference for that category of beer. We cannot determine the causes of the subjects’ behavior.

Finally, our subjects sampled beers we gave them, rather than types of beer for which they had revealed enough interest to make a purchase. It’s possible that these categories of beer might have been of little interest to the subjects because they did not like them. It’s possible that they might never have bought them after seeing a review or a description of the category, so their preferring the less extreme example of the category might not be inconsistent with the Resonance Marketing hypothesis. An ideal beer in a category a subject does not enjoy is likely to receive a weaker assessment than an insipid version of the same category; this is especially true of beers that are extremely hoppy, extremely sour, or have strong flavors of bourbon or coffee. It is therefore possible that subjects’ personal rankings of superior or inferior beers might differ from the generally accepted rankings. A subject who disliked hoppy beers might actually prefer a
pseudo-Pilsner like Miller to a traditional hoppy Pilsner like Prima Pils. A subject who disliked hoppy beers might likewise actually prefer a less authentic India Pale Ale like a modern Bass Ale to a beer like HopDevil, which retains a more authentic level of hoppy bitterness. Subjects’ assessments of some beers may have been inverted from our expectations because subjects truly enjoyed the less extreme, less authentic examples they tasted. Moreover, strong positive reviews might have caused some subjects to expect to dislike beers in styles that they did not like. These subjects probably would not have bought HopDevil or Prima Pils no matter how strong the accurate reviews were. They would not have tried the beers and therefore would not have been influenced by favorable or unfavorable reviews. They would not have adopted these beers anyway, with or without deceptive reviews. The subjects’ behavior may not be inconsistent with either the False Praise or the False Criticism hypotheses. Importantly, false reviews may not alter these consumers’ long-term consumption behavior.

Each of the limitations suggests directions for future research.
• With a larger budget researchers could create consumer panels that assessed beers after consuming six beers or even a case at home. Consumers would be asked to review the beer after a month, rather than after a sip. This is consistent with the firms have historically conduct their assessment of consumer reactions to a product.
• With a much larger subject population we could assess whether subjects were more easily influenced by reviews that were consistent with their own preferences, or were more easily influenced by reviews for products that were outside their categories of interest. This is essential to assessing the limitations of the Verifiability hypothesis.
• With a much larger set of beers from which to choose we might ask subjects to select the categories that they were most likely to purchase. We could then offer subjects beers only from categories that were important to them. Perhaps subjects who enjoyed specific categories of beer would immediately reject inaccurate reviews in those categories. That would provide a much stronger test of the Verifiability Hypothesis and of its applicability to the Resonance Marketing Hypothesis. It would let us assess whether accurate or inaccurate reviews were likely to affect selection and adoption in categories in which adoption was likely.

The principal contribution of the paper is highlighting the complexity of accurately assessing the Verifiability Hypothesis and suggesting directions for future research exploring it. Since resonance products exhibit strong horizontal differentiation, consumers cannot be expected to have preferences consistent with vertical comparisons within a category.
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8. Large Tables and Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Superior Beer</th>
<th>Inferior Beer</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilsner</td>
<td>Victory Prima Pils</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>Miller and Budweiser started as Pilsners decades ago but are now more accurately classified as Industrial Pale Lagers. Prima Pils remains a true Pilsner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>Victory Hop Devil</td>
<td>Bass Ale</td>
<td>Bass Ale was the first IPA and originally was the standard by which all IPAs were measured. Over time Bass reduced its hopiness, and other IPAs became more popular. Victory Hop Devil remains an extremely hoppy IPA, but in the American rather than the English style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Victory Golden Monkey</td>
<td>Shock Top</td>
<td>Golden Monkey is made in the style of a Belgian Tripel Wheat. Shock Top is an American Industrial version of Belgian Wit, also a Wheat beer but in a different Belgian style. To an expert they are not truly comparable. But they are both wheat beers, of extreme and obvious differences in quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Stout</td>
<td>Brooklyn Black Ops</td>
<td>Victory Storm King</td>
<td>Black Ops is bourbon barrel aged, the most expensive and the most highly regarded sub-category of imperial Stout. Its flavor is distinctive, and consumers who dislike bourbon may strongly dislike Black Ops. Storm King is more traditional and not entirely comparable. Note that reviewers here have inverted the beers’ rankings, reflecting the range of responses to bourbon barrel aging.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.—The eight beers used in the experiment.
Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beer</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shock Top</td>
<td>A clean, well-made North American industrial wheat beer from one of the world’s largest brewers. Wheat, barley, and corn flavors predominate in the grain mix. Lightly hopped. Orange and hazy, with a small white head. Strong flavors from orange peel and secret spices add complexity to the nose and to the finish. Moderate to light in the mouth, for its type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Monkey</td>
<td>A rich, intensely flavorful American take on a Belgian Tripel. Pours with a golden body and huge frothy white head. Nose of lightly roasted malted barley, freshly baked bread, yeast, orange peel, citrus fruits, and spices. A huge beer, in all aspects, from its feel in the mouth to its long, sweet finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm King</td>
<td>A great American craft Imperial Stout, with huge complexity hiding its high alcohol content. Pours almost black, with a small tan to brown head. Both aroma and flavor exhibit the sweetness of dark roasted malts, married to notes of chocolate and bitter espresso, held together with a great slam of citrusy bitter west coast American hops. Huge feeling in the mouth, long sweet and bitter finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ops</td>
<td>A great American craft Imperial Stout, finished with months of aging in bourbon barrels for additional complexity. Pours black and opaque in the glass, with a small tan to brown head. Both aroma and flavor exhibit the sweetness of dark roasted malts, married to notes of chocolate and bitter espresso, held together with the rich alcohol complexity of good bourbon. Huge feeling in the mouth, long sweet finish of chocolate, espresso, and alcohol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prima Pils</td>
<td>A clean, crisp, refreshing craft Pilsner assertively hopped with whole flower Nobel Czech Saaz and German Tettnang hops. Lightly roasted all malt barley provides a solid backbone. Sweet malt, floral Noble hops, and grass in the nose. Long, dry, bitter finish. A great beer, and a great example of a very popular style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Ale</td>
<td>The original India Pale Ale, modified to suit modern palates. A rich Amber-roasted malt provides a solid backbone. Aroma of sweet malts and traditional English hops. The traditional English hops add a significant hoppy kick to the taste. Everything has been turned back a notch to suit modern drinkers, their food preferences, and their life-styles, making this an easy beer to love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HopDevil</td>
<td>The classic American IPA. Heavy aromas of pine wood from the whole, American hop flowers. The malts are German imports, which add to the earthy aroma. A light body with huge flavors of citrus from the American hops. Very hoppy, with bitterness accompanying the citrus flavors long into the finish, which is nicely dry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>